
Part 1: Open to the public 

 
 

REPORT OF 

 
The Strategic Director for Place 

 

TO 
 

Procurement Board 
 

ON 

 
Wednesday 12 October 2022 

 

 
  

TITLE:   Approval to Award the Contract for a Replacement Line of Business System 
for Planning, Building Control and Local Land and Property Gazetteer 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION:  

That Procurement Board approve the award of the Contract for a Replacement Line 
of Business System for Planning, Building Control and Local Land and Property 

Gazetteer 
 

 

Detail required Answers 

Title/Description of Contracted 

Service/Supply/Project Arcus Built Environment Solution for Planning, 

Building Control and Local Land and Property 
Gazetteer services 

 

Name of Successful Contractor  Arcus Global Limited 

Supplier Registration Number 

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement) 
06946606 

Type of organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement) 
Private Limited Company 

Status of Organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement) 
Non-SME 

Contract Value (£) £390,000 

Contract Duration  48 months 

Contract Start Date  01/11/2022 

Contract End Date  01/11/2024 



Detail required Answers 

Optional Extension Period 1 12 months 

Optional Extension Period 2 12 months 

Who will approve each Extension 
Period? 

Strategic Director (extension < £150k) 

Contact Officer (Name & number) Anthony Stephenson 0161 604 7778 

Lead Service Group 

 
Place 

How the contract was procured? 

(to be supplied by procurement) 
Direct Award 

Framework Details (where applicable) 

(procurement body, framework 
reference & title, start/ end date 

Crown Commercial Services 

G-Cloud 12 Framework 

Funding Source Revenue Budget 

Ethical Contractor (EC): Mayor’s 
Employment Charter 

  

  

EC: Committed to sign up to charter   

EC: Accredited Living Wage Employer  

 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:   

The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the award of the above-mentioned 
contract. 

 

 
 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: 
 

 Planning for the Future White Paper (August 2020) 

 Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill (May 2022) 

 
 
KEY DECISION:   Yes 

 
 

DETAILS:  
 
1. Background 

 
Idox Uniform is the system that has been utilised by the Planning and Building Control 

(BC) services for approximately 30 years to hold and process data and to share 
information with and invite comment from the public.  It is also the system used to host 
the Council’s Local Land and Property Gazetteer (LLPG).  Alongside Uniform, the 

Planning service use the Council’s corporate document management software, 



Documentum, to process documents.  In recent years BC invested in a specialist BC 
document management system, Resolution DataSpace. 

 
The Idox Uniform system is a software solution that is installed locally on Salford 

servers.  It is legacy technology that is upgraded infrequently (typically every 6 months) 
and incurs additional costs related to on-site maintenance (e.g. server replacement, 
consultancy costs to run upgrades, Salford staff time to manage, schedule and test 

upgrades).  It is a system that has limited flexibility as it tries to offer a ‘one size fits all’  
solution to its customers.  This has resulted in workarounds on processes being 

evolved over the years to deliver service and a dilution of the User Interface (UI) and 
poorer User Experience (UX) due to large parts of the system being redundant for 
Salford.  Due to a lack of integration with 3rd party software solutions (in our case 

Documentum) the service has had to manually handle processes that could be 
automated (e.g. capturing of 000’s of emails from consultees to Documentum).  

Furthermore, some more peripheral modules that we have explored utilising (e.g. 
development condition monitoring) have seen limited investment which has limited 
their functionality and capability.  

 
Documentum is a system that manages both documents and caseflow.  It was set up 

for Planning and BC as part of a major project around 15 years ago.  At the time it was 
viewed as a class leading solution but has changed very little since and it lacks full 
integration with Idox Uniform. 

 
DataSpace is a cloud-based Software as a Solution (SaaS) product designed 

specifically for BC services.  It enables BC to receive, view, approve, download and 
consult on BC applications. It is considered to be a generally capable solution for BC 
but it does not offer a solution for planning or the LLPG.  

 
 

Opportunity and Need for Change 
 
In August 2020 the Government published its White Paper: ‘Planning for the Future’ 

which describes the planning system as out-dated and reliant on legacy technology.  
It offers a Vision for the future of planning which is built on digitisation, data and 

simplified processes.   In 2022 this has been followed by the Levelling Up and 
Regeneration Bill that reiterates the need to utilise modern technology to deliver better 
service and outcomes for communities. 

 
In Salford we have been at the forefront of service reform and innovation with the 

Planning service being awarded the 2022 North-West Planning Authority of the Year 
and also ‘Best In Region’.  
 

The Planning and BC local government sectors have long been dominated by a limited 
number of software suppliers with Idox holding approximately 72% of the market 

share.  With a lack of choice in the market, the huge amount of cost and resource 
required to procure and deliver a new system, and recognising the pressure that 
services are already under to deliver, local authorities have been slow to change.  With 

a clear track record of delivery and service excellence, we continue to drive forward 
change which will deliver class-leading services and at the heart of this change are 



our line of business systems.  Therefore, a review of the software market has been 
necessary. 

 
Why Cloud? 

 
More and more businesses and organisations are moving to cloud-based solutions.  
An example of this in Salford is the shift to the use of MS Teams.  The main advantages 

of Cloud services are: 
 

 Flexibility: Users can scale services to fit their needs, customise applications 
and access cloud services from anywhere with an internet connection. 
 

 Efficiency: Improvements and new solutions can be delivered quickly without 
worrying about underlying infrastructure costs or maintenance ensuring users 

are always on the most up-to-date technology.   
 

 Security: Hardware failures do not result in data loss because of networked 
back-ups. 
 

 Savings: Cloud computing uses remote resources saving organisations the 
cost of servers and other equipment and their maintenance and upgrade.  

Licences can be added or removed quickly avoiding the problem of having to 
carry un-used licences.  

 

2.  The Procurement Process 
 

In February 2021 approval was given to commission Mondrem (a not-for-profit public 
service transformation company) to help the Planning and BC services develop a 
vision for their services and to investigate the market for software opportunities which 

would deliver on that vision. That agreed Vision is: 
 

 
 
The software suppliers identified were each interviewed by Mondrem to gain a clear 

understanding of their existing solutions and also what their future investment plans 
were.  The suppliers identified were: 

 

 Idox 



 NEC 

 DEF 

 Arcus Global 

 Agile Applications 

 
Following this initial look at the market, outline system requirements were agreed 

and a soft market test was organised and shared via an open advert placed on The 
Chest.  The outline system requirements were grouped into 3 categories: UI and UX; 

Flexibility and adaptability; and Innovation and automation. In addition to the above 5 
companies, two more agreed to take part: Resolution DataSpace and StatMap.   
 

Each of the 7 companies were invited to take part in a half-day workshop which was 
attended by representatives from Planning, BC, LLPG team, Procurement, DDaT.  
Rochdale Borough Council also joined the workshops. 

 
Based on the outline system requirements each of the providers demonstrated their 

systems and responded to questions that the team had.   
 
For Planning, based on the information from the soft-market test workshops, 3 

companies were considered to potentially be suitable software partners able to offer 
a capable software solution that met the needs and outline service specification 

requirements of the Council, and a request was made to have access to test 
environments so that a more thorough investigation could take place.  The approach 
taken and conclusions are as follows: 

 
Resolution DataSpace (DS):  Salford agreed to commit time to a development 

project with DS to investigate building a planning solution.  It was understood at the 
time that they were some way on with this development but it emerged, once access 
was given to a test site, that their development was in its infancy albeit they had 

transferable functionality from the BC system.   The system has a simple and 
relatively intuitive UI but it needs a significant amount of development to deliver the 

basic functionality required including GIS integration, a new ground up public and 
consultee portal, document version control integration and an updated layout and 
terminology to suit Planning.  We remain on that project team but it is considered 

that we would only wish to continue with this option if it offered clear advantages to 
other providers and no other provider met our expectations.  

 
StatMap:   Although a functional and capable system, it was not considered to offer 
the best UI.  It would also require some development (e.g. caseflow improvements 

and Public Portal) and lacked the use of AI and data visualisation. 
 

Arcus Global:  This is a company that was first formed in 2009 with the aim of 
providing market leading SaaS solutions to central and local government.  They now 
have over 30 customers and continue to grow. The system is developed and built on 

the Salesforce platform which is the world’s largest Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system. It is highly configurable as a result of the Salesforce 

base architecture so that it can be tailored to suit each authority.  As Arcus focus on 
all areas of local and central government it was not until 2016 when they developed 
a planning solution. It now includes mobile working solutions, integrated data 

visualisation (similar to Microsoft Power BI), and all the necessary functionality for 



Planning such as workflows and public and consultee portals.  It also utilises AI as 
part of the search capabilities – ‘Einstein’ which forms part of Salesforce.  As part of 

undertaking due diligence discussions were held with 2 local planning authorities 
(LPAs) who are using the platform and one that is at an advanced stage of 

implementation.  All 3 recommend Arcus Global as a supplier. 
 
Overall, Arcus Global have emerged as the only supplier who can meet all of our 

service expectations.  Although other suppliers may be able to do the same in the 
future, Arcus Global still has some advantages being able to utilise to power of 

Salesforce which has an established suite of open APIs to allow fast integration with 
other software, AI that may open up further automation opportunities in the future, 
‘low-code’ build that allows easy data visualisation and configurability without 

specialist knowledge and high levels of data security.  In addition, it has a growing 
planning community who can share experiences and continue to develop the 

software. 
 
Building Control 

 
BC are generally happy with the DataSpace system and have been exploring the 

potential for it to take on the functionality that is currently handled by Uniform.  Arcus 
Global also offer a BC system and following a series of detailed discussions and 
demonstrations with Arcus, it is considered that it would provide all of the necessary 

functionality for BC in a single software solution.  It also has the added benefits of 
data visualisation not present in DataSpace Live.  Given the close links between 

Planning and Building Control (with a shared Technical Support Team who manage 
high-volume processes as part of their support for both teams), there are clear 
advantages to being on the same system including better knowledge sharing and 

easier access to data such as site histories.  With the clear recommendation that 
Arcus Global is the best solution for Planning, it is also considered that Arcus would 

present the best overall solution for BC. 
 
Property Gazetteer 

 
This is currently held in Uniform.  Arcus Global offer a property gazetteer whereas 

DataSpace does not.  Following a series of detailed discussions and demonstrations 
with Arcus, it is considered that it would provide all of the necessary functionality for 
the LLPG and would result in a single software solution for all three services.     

 
Costs 

 
Existing costs for Planning, Building Control and LLPG; 
 

For financial year 2022/2023 the table below captures all associated costs. 
 

Product Service Area Annual Cost 

Idox Uniform 
Planning, Building 
Control and LLPG 

£41,559 



Resolution 
Dataspace 

Building Control £13,171 

LLPG Property 

Included within 

costs for Planning 
and BC 

Software and 
server upgrades 

All £8,782* 

Total  £63,512 

 
* In addition, officer time has been needed to manage, test and implement these 
upgrades resulting in further hidden cost. There will be further cost associated with 

the management of Documentum and document storage not reflected in this figure. 
 
Arcus Global have provided an all-inclusive detailed estimated licence fee of 

£60,036.  This includes additional licences for consultees employed by the City 
Council (e.g. highways, drainage, environmental health officers), Building Control 

and the property gazetteer team.   
 

There will be a need to run the legacy systems for at least the first year whilst they 
are decommissioned, and migration of data can be managed. The total impact on 
budgets over the next four years can be seen in the table below. 

 
Product Budget Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

Idox Uniform Revenue £41,559 £25,000 N/A N/A 

Resolution 

Dataspace 

Revenue 
£13,171 £8,000 N/A N/A 

LLPG 

Revenue Included in 
figures for 

Planning and 
BC 

N/A N/A N/A 

Software and 

server upgrades 

Revenue 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Arcus Global 
Licence 

Revenue 
£60,036 £60,036 £60,036 £60,036 

Arcus Global 
Implementation 

Costs 

20% Planning 
uplift income £150,000* N/A N/A N/A 

External 
Consultancy 

Project 

Management 

20% Planning 
uplift income 

£130,000* N/A N/A N/A 

Totals  £394,766 £93,036 £60,036 £60,036 

*Estimates 

 
Implementation costs 
 
Arcus Global Implementation Costs 

 

This has been estimated to be £127,200 by Arcus Global based on 160 days @ 

£795.  It excludes travel and subsistence costs but they are likely to be minimal as 
the implementation is based on remote sessions.  It is considered prudent to include 



a buffer of approximately 20% on this figure and so an implementation cost of 
£150,00 has been budgeted for. 

 
The implementation has six main phases: 

 
1. Initiation Phase 

2. Build, Configuration and Integration 

3. Data Migration 

4. Test Phase 

5. Handover to Support 

6. Deployment 

   

 
External consultancy 

 

Although there would have to be a separate process to identify suitable consultants 
to help with implementation, preliminary discussions have been held with two 

providers who have supported other local authorities with the implementation of 
Arcus Built Environment.  It is expected that one FTE for a year would be required 

across all three services at a maximum cost of £130k. The cost for this (as well as all 
other project implementation costs) will be met from a 20% increase in planning 
application fee income that the government introduced several years ago for 

investment back into planning services.  Incidentally, the government has recently 
announced a further 25-35% increase in fees for further investment into Planning 

services. 
     
Quantify SCC staff resources/time required here 

 

In addition, based on discussions with councils who have implemented the system 

and drawing on recent experience from Salford implementing Liquid Logic, there will 
be costs for the council team. 
 

In addition to officers from the Planning, BC and LLPG services, a project manager 
will be required and technical support from the DD&T team to migrate documents 

and data from existing systems. Project management support is currently being 
explored with colleagues within the council and there may be additional project costs 
that need to be included to cover this depending on how that support is provided.  
 

 

3. Social Value  
 

 

Arcus Global Limited they have set out their approach to social value and how they 
can contribute to that in Salford.  

 



They explain that, as a technology company, the most significant aspects of their 
environmental footprint are the greenhouse gas emissions related to hosting 

infrastructure and energy used in their offices.  In order to support their wider carbon 
neutral goals, when seeking a new location for their Head Office they specifically 

searched for and obtained a lease in a building rated “excellent” by BREAAM, the 
world’s leading sustainability assessment method.  Furthermore, their systems and 
services which are run on Salesforce hosting infrastructure has been fully carbon-

neutral cloud since 2017.  They explain further that as a Cambridge located SME they 
have chosen to work with national / international community and voluntary sector 

organisations to help tackle inequality and disadvantaged communities.   Their support 
for programs with national/international charities such as Shelter, MIND & Friends of 
the Earth they believe will indirectly support local community groups across the 

country. 

Arcus Global is a member of Pledge 1%, a global movement that encourages 

companies to give back to local and national social causes through an ongoing 
commitment of staff time, profits or products.  They state that they run a number of 
initiatives across their business, including team volunteer days, where they give all 

their employees two days each year to give their time and support to local 
communities.    

Arcus state that they recognise the power of our green spaces. The great outdoors 
and green space has proven to be invaluable in helping to maintain mental health.  
With that in mind, the team at Arcus Global has donated tree saplings to voluntary 

organisations across the UK and worked with them to get the trees planted in their 
locality.  The trees to be planted across winter 2022 and into 2023 will eventually store 

thousands of tonnes of carbon dioxide and will also help in making local landscapes 
more resilient to the impacts of climate change.   

If successful with this award of contract, Arcus Global 

would commit to engaging with Manchester City of Trees 
and offer a donation of 100 tree saplings every year for the 

duration of the contract with Salford  City Council.  
Manchester City of Trees has already planted over 1,500 
trees in Salford, and Arcus Global 

is keen to support this initiative. 

Furthermore, they will make a £1,000 donation to the Salford 

Foodbank charity to help support the charities work in tackling 
the issue of food poverty for residents in the Salford area. 

 

Whilst Arcus support the Mayor’s Employment Charter, being a small SME based in 
Cambridge they do not consider it appropriate to sign it, due to the limited direct 

impact their service will have on residents, businesses and community groups in 
Salford. 
 

 
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:  

 
REACH Programme (Place Directorate) aimed at investing in digital solutions to 
deliver customer experiences that are the best in the country.   

 

https://www.cityoftrees.org.uk/project/tree-planting-salford#:~:text=We%20planted%201%2C500%20trees%20in,international%20charity%20Trees%20for%20Cities.


Innovate Programme aimed at transforming and streamlining services to deliver 
better outcomes for residents and improved performance with a focus on utilising 

digital innovation. 
 

 
 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:  

 
The Arcus system will offer greater customisation and automation which will enable 

improved service delivery for customers.  It will allow for improvements to be made 
to the public facing portal which will improve accessibility and user experience.  It is 
not considered that the project would discriminate against any group and that it will 

assist in promoting equality of opportunity through improved service delivery. 

 
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:   
 
As Idox and other software providers invest in cloud solutions, legacy technology will 

likely become de-supported in time and may see only limited investment.  The 
opportunities to improve services will also become increasingly limited over time.   

 
Due to existing limitations with Idox Uniform, the services have had to develop 
workarounds which has introduced inefficiencies.  This has contributed to service 

delays and in some cases customer complaints.  This will likely increase unless staff 
costs are increased to compensate for the inefficiencies or investment is made in a 

replacement solution. 
 
Although DataSpace is considered capable, Arcus would provide a single solution 

across all three services which is considered the optimum solution to reduce risk and 
inefficiency.       

 

 
SOURCE OF FUNDING:  

Revenue (20% Planning uplift income)

 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: The Shared Legal Service  
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services, or the 
execution of works, the Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations 

2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s), failing which a contract 
may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. CSO’s state that a 

framework arrangement should be used unless there is an auditable reason not to do 
so. The proposed award of the contract follows a direct award to ArcusGlobal in 
accordance with the relevant Crown Commercial Services G Cloud Framework. 

Following the commission of Mondrem to assist the Council develop a vision for the 
relevant services and to investigate the market for software opportunities to deliver on 

that vision, outline system requirements were agreed and a soft market test was 
organised and shared via an open advert placed on The Chest portal.   



The advert on the Chest for the early market engagement process detailed in the 
report was for the purposes of and a precursor to the formal call off process under the 

G Cloud framework and as a result of which Arcus Global have emerged as the only 
supplier able to meet the Council’s service expectations.  

The Council will need to comply with the terms of the framework agreement to permit 
direct award to Arcus Global. 

 

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by:  Martin Anglesey, Accountant 

Funding is available from the Planning Uplift income scheme whereby 20% of 
planning income received is allocated into a separate account, to be used on 
Planning related expenditure. 

The estimated costs to be claimed from the Planning Uplift account are set up costs 
of £150K in the first year plus annual licences of £60K per annum, also commencing 

from year one. It should be noted that, in addition, project management costs 
(approx £130K) will also be required which are in addition to the Contract value 
stated amount of £390K. It is envisaged that these costs will also be funded from the 

20% Planning Uplift monies. 

A clause in the contract should be added to limit any future increases to the licence 

(ie linked to RPI). 

 

 
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by:  Emma Heyes, Category Manager 
 

A robust and thorough market engagement process has been carried out in relation 
to this project and has helped determine the most appropriate route to market would 
be the use of the Crown Commercial Services G-Cloud Framework. 

 
Selection of the most appropriate supplier has been carried out in compliance of the 

call-off process in line with CCS user guidance. 
 
G-Cloud is fully compliant with Procurement Regulations and the Call-Off Form will 

need to be completed to form the contract between the parties. 

 
HR IMPLICATIONS:  Supplied by: NA 
 
 

 
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:  Supplied by: Michael Hemingway 

 



As a technology company, the most significant aspects of Arcus Global’s carbon 
footprint relates to the greenhouse gas emissions from hosting infrastructure and 

energy used in their offices. Consequently they have leased a Head Office rated 
“excellent” by BREAAM. More importantly their systems and services which are run 
on Salesforce hosting infrastructure has been fully carbon-neutral cloud since 2017.  

  
Arcus Global has donated tree saplings to voluntary organisations across the UK and 

worked with them to get the trees planted, in Salford Arcus will work with City of Trees.  
The trees will eventually store thousands of tonnes of carbon dioxide and will also help 

in making local landscapes more resilient to the impacts of climate change.  
  
The Cloud based nature of the solution proposed by Arcus should be less vulnerable 

to the effects of extreme weather events such has flood or heat events.   
 

 
 
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:  

DDaT Service Reform: Supplied by Matthew Wylie, Service Delivery Manager, 
Digital Data and Technology (DDaT) 

I am confident that the evaluation process was thorough, the recommendation is fully 

supported. A move to a single modern application meets the needs of the service, 

provides the opportunity for a class leading customer experience and achieves value 

for money. The Arcus software provides great opportunities to support ongoing 

transformation within the planning, building control and address management 

services through digital innovation. 

 
CONTACT OFFICER: Anthony Stephenson 
 

TELEPHONE NUMBER: 0161 6047778

 

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): All 

 


